GYP SOFFIT
ABOVE
EMERGENCY EGRESS ONLY
COPIER/PRINTER
UP
CLASSROOM 204
CLASSROOM 203
CLASSROOM 202
CLASSROOM 201
• KEEP 16 CHAIRS, 1 STOOL
• REMOVE 16+/CHAIRS
4'-0" 6'-0"
6' - 0"
3' - 0"
4' - 0"
6' - 0"
• KEEP 16 CHAIRS, 1 STOOL
• REMOVE 16+/CHAIRS
• KEEP 16 CHAIRS, 1 STOOL
• REMOVE 16+/CHAIRS
4'-0"
6'-0"
3'-0"
4'-0"
6'-0"
• KEEP 12 CHAIRS, 1 STOOL
• REMOVE 12+/CHAIRS
CLEANING STATION
ATRIUM
A
T= TALL TABLE
L= LOW TABLE
C= COFFEE TABLE
Cintas Center
07/24/2020
MEZZANINE FURNITURE
Cintas Center